MIRAMAGIA - GARDENING SIMULATION

MAGICAL ADVENTURES IN
BOTANICAL WORLDS
A magical realm full of fantastic plants and
creatures awaits you: Miramagia - New Worlds
combines an exciting magical universe with the
irresistible charm of a gardening simulation.
Magic is everywhere in Miramagia, whether you’re a sorcerer, mage, druid or shaman, and can even be found in
your own magic garden! The player will first learn how to
grow herbs, mushrooms and magic shrubs step by step.
Once you have cast your first few spells, you will receive
a recently hatched baby dragon. Players who raise it with
tender loving care will then have a mighty companion
to aid them in the thrilling dragon races against other
players later on in the game.
But this is just the beginning: wizards will confront the
first big challenges after just a few hours of gameplay.
Not only must the garden be made to look beautiful,
you must also tend rare flora and learn powerful spells.
Everything can be done with magic in Miramagia, from a
quick rain spell to changing of entire climatic zones. The
entire game world of Miramagia consists of meticulously
drawn and animated graphics.

Those who are magically gifted can make their garden bloom
and flourish with the help of fairies, a little patience and lots of
spells.

Players must also be loyal and committed to the village
community, for example to help look after the village
tree or take part in friendly competitions against neighbouring villages. There are over 1000 decorative items
the player can use to adorn the village.
There are special occasions throughout the year such
as St Valentine’s Day, Spring Festival, Carnivals Dance,
dragon and fairytale events, Halloween, Christmas and
constant new opportunities to be active and creative.
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But this is only the start: more exciting adventures await
the player beyond the village boundaries.

together to make their village beautiful and to see the
world grow and flourish together.
The game is aimed at all players who love high-end
casual games. The cross-genre setting, which combines roleplay and gardening simulation, creates a special atmosphere and unique gaming experience. Anyone
looking for a relaxing game in a fantastic game world
with an appealing community will feel very much at
home in Miramagia.

All players can freely design their own Dream World and estate.

Miramagia has been designed to provide game longevity
and will ensure many years of gaming fun with a host of
charming features. The player can build a magical laboratory, search for mushrooms, solve challenging alchemy
puzzles and play amusing tricks on nasty competitors.
Like all browser games, players can interact with thousands of other players all over the world. The emphasis
in Miramagia is harmonious coexistence. The player can
choose to act as a shrewd merchant or a dedicated plant
breeder. A spirit of friendly competition is also a central
element in the game, but all the players primarily work

Miramagia can be played for free in all common browsers.
Premium users can tend and adorn their garden and
Dream World even more effectively.
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37 Plants
130 Laboratory items
>700 Items of clothing

Travian Games GmbH
Bright Future GmbH
Free-to-play browser game, Flash required
Gardening simulation with RPG elements
August 2011

Neighbours can be visited and exciting quests solved via the
valley map.

>100 hairstyles
>1000 Decorative objects
A different festivity every
month
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